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2.  Poster about Digitall  

"Digitall" logo1.
To design my logo promoting the Erasmus+ project titled

Digitall I used Adobe Express, which is a type of
software designed to help individuals in creating digital

content.

This is a poster that I made
with my school peers about

the Digitall project that
took place in Poland.



3. Internet diary
This is a presentation I made this year with data I've

been gathering since April 2022 in order to show my
Internet and social media usage over the course of

one year. My monthly average was  hours. The
research for my presentation resulted in decreased

app usage over time.





4. Presentation about
educational apps

This is a presentation I made in collaboration with my
schoolmate Nikola. We took a closer look at some of the
most used and most famous educational apps in the fields
of languages, arts, social sciences etc. which are being
used all over the world by both students and teachers. 







5. Virtual tour of Bursa
This is a presentation, i.e. a virtual tour that my

schoolmates and I made of Bursa, Turkey. We chose the
most famous and most attractive tourist sights of Bursa.

There were so many to choose from, so we picked the ones
we would have liked to visit there.





6. Video of Bursa
This video was made by my schoolmates and me,
during our stay in Bursa, Turkey. We had previously
attended a class about different types of programs to
use while creating videos, after which we had the
task to create our own group video that contained the
best moments from our time spent in Bursa. We had
such a fun time filming the video that captures all the
moments we'll never forget. :)
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